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It records what he saw and felt during his calvary from Antwerp to the Malin distribution camp in France and from

there to the extermination camp of Buchenwald.

He was one of the few people who both entered a Nazi concentration camp and left again.

This is his remarkable personal story that records his experiences of one of the most harrowing events in human

history.

Buchenwald concentration camp was one of the first and largest camps to be built on German soil and during the

years that Weinstock spent there he kept company with other Jews, Poles, Slavs, political prisoners and many other

men and women that the Nazi’s deemed subhuman. 

“A mere number, he had the strength to remain a man, an artist of the word, observing his captors, his fellow-

prisoners, life in the shadow of death. … . Throughout, the writing is poignant, vibrant with humanity, a cry “de
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profundis” and a vow that it must never happen again. This book should be long remembered.” — Emil Lengyel

Eugene Weinstock was a Hungarian Jew who was living in Belgium at the beginning of the Second World War.

Beyond the Last Path records his life during those terrible years up to the point when American troops released the

remaining prisoners in Buchenwald. By this time Weinstock weighed a mere eighty pounds and had seen many of

his good friends die. His work was first published in the United States in 1947 where he had gone to. He passed away

in 1984.
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